
"Principles are true for everyone - understanding them can be different" 
 

  

5 Paths Session Four: 

Personal goal: 

Getting comfortable by getting started. 

Trade-off: Meeting face-to-face with friends regularly. 

Schedule at least one phone conversation with a friend a day to get yourself started. 

In-person meetings take time, but studies show that simply speaking out loud to one good friend, 
someone you know a day boosts happiness levels. 

There are several ways to make the most out of those phone conversations. 

“First, call someone who makes you feel good,”  

“And focus on being positive rather than negative or confrontational.  

You can also try to bring back some shared memory and maybe use the time to plan something nice 
to do together in the future. 

Being aware if a problem comes into the conversation you can still discuss and see if the problem is 
something you can help them solve. Talking only about what benefits would fit their need. 

Don't we tend to interpret what we hear and read based on our own experiences, beliefs and past 
history? To let go of that and to listen to the pure essence of a principle requires us to let go of these 
beliefs.” 

> Are you one of those people who feel instinctively that sometimes it  

   doesn't work as well for you as you had expected? 

  



> Because, there are too many distractions and things you'd rather be doing  

   and would do while at home. How often do you feel that way?  

> Perhaps you're uncertain about whether you can be more successful working  

   from home.. 

If you have a lot of discipline, you can be successful. 

"Working your goDésana business from home does take a particular set of skills, such as the ability to 
self-manage, stay focused, work independently, and often, alone,"  

"Most people agree when you work from home, it's critical to your success to have the mindset that 
you  are 'going to work' every day, by following a routine so that you can easily settle into work mode 
during work hours."  

That means if you have young children, a schedule  helps when they are napping or play time to 
provide you some free time to focus on your business.  

Some people use a neighbor or friend to come over for a few hours a few days a week. This removes 
the excuses-distraction mind set, if not impossible mind set, for you to get anything accomplished.  
 
In order to get into work mode, try treating yourself to you own workspace – one that is off limits to the 
kids when they're home. It could be an office nook or a completely separate office space with all the 
tools you need to do your job. 

Most importantly, you need to be reachable. Make sure you're able to respond to emails and phone 
messages in a timely fashion.  

How to eliminate or minimize distractions.  

It may be as simple as turning off the ringer on your landline and not putting your workspace near the 
television.  

"Ability to ignore distractions like the laundry, dishes and all the TV shows waiting on your DVR."  

If you feel a constant pull to these things, or if you take breaks to do them during your goDésana work 
hours, your performance and time will suffer.  

You can quickly turn the benefits of helping people to help themselves, that shouldn't be stressful, 
eliminating loads of anxiety, if you are stopping to handle chores.   

Set time slots, 1 hour hear and their thru the day, adds up and 3-4 hours a day is a great start to 
building your cash flow. 
 
As far as what you can do to ensure you're performing  well from home, stay focused. Don't allow 
brief or continual distractions to get in your way of completing reaching out to someone you know has 
a problem you can help them with, and doing it well.  



  

Some friends and your personal network will think that since you're home, you're available.: "Get 
comfortable telling people that just because you're at home doesn't mean you're not working." If you 
employ these strategies and you create the right mind set and environment,  working from home will 
reward you as the right fit for you, you can make it work for you.  

How to Effectively Work From Home With Kids. 

If you survived this summer, you know it isn’t easy to focus on your goDésana business when your 
“co-worker” is demanding a Popsicle. 

Whether working from home and your kids are in or out of school, you probably have mixed feelings 
right now. You love being around your children – one of the perks of working from home is close 
proximity to the family – but you probably also love the office-like silence you were accustomed to 
throughout the school year. 

Of course, whether this is an issue for you largely depends on the age of your children. There's a vast 
difference between working under the same roof with a first grader and third grader and sharing a 
household during the workday with kids in middle or high school. 

So if you're feeling a bit overwhelmed and wondering how you're going to work efficiently no matter 
what time of the year it is, without being nominated for worst parent ever, here are some strategies 
that may help. 

Real Reasons You Like Working From Home. 

Talk to your kids or elderly parents about your expectations.  

Children, as much as grownups, appreciate structure.. In other words, tell your kids ( significant 
others, elderly live in parents  etc.) what you need from them, and they just may give it to you 
rewarding them for good behavior. You might take the kids, and the pooch to the park for a mid-day 
break or at the end of the day, for example. 

You can go further than talking, too, I'd do 'practice drills' with my son – teaching him to quietly open 
the door to see if daddy was on the phone before talking to me," "And if I was, he knew to come back 
later unless it was a true emergency." 

My son and I reviewed  what constituted a true emergency. "He got a kick and enjoyed our practice 
scenarios, and it helped avoid any embarrassing situations." 

Talk to yourself about your own expectations, working from home and your kids will be around, adopt 
the mindset that "you won't be able to work for seven-hour stretches,"  

Take  breaks. you should schedule short breaks throughout the day to play with your kids, walk the 
dog, between following up or calling for appointments for a WBA, guilt-free. 



"It will re-energize you and also lets them know you haven't forgotten about them, too,"  

goDésana home school moms when working with children under the same roof, would read them a 
short book, serve up a snack or play a quick game of hide and seek. 

Get out of the house. Even well into the 21st century, with all our gadgets, it can be easy to 
forget,  we can take our office work out of the home. "speak to future goDésana product consultants 
every day working out of the car, at the beach, the pool and the park while kids are off playing," keep 
an eye on  kids while they play out in public. 

Almost everyone at some point in their career dreams about working from home. Whether it's to 
escape catty co-workers, avoid open-office plans or spend more time with your family, there are 
plenty of compelling reasons to consider becoming a "home-worker." 

Ensure that you have a regular in-person  schedule, and make time to build positive work 
relationships face-to-face as often as you can. 

. Don't try to make up for working from home by imposing a never-ending schedule; it's ineffective and 
can quickly lead to burnout. Create a work schedule and stick to it by starting and ending at the same 
time every day. Connecting with and being part of the team is just as crucial as doing phenomenal 
work. 

When you work remotely, it's important  to get out of your pajamas and dressed each morning,  

When talking to potential new members take the time to first understand their own personality and 
preferences. 

When a prospect demonstrates they are not a self-starter or isn't comfortable working independently, 
it's likely not going to work out for them. Most people are comfortable being self-starters, however the 
top five traits that can make or break flexible work arrangements are: 

·  Self-discipline. A home office is filled with distractions, from dishes in the sink to the ability to walk 
away from your desk on a sunny day with no boss to tell you to keep working. Can you resist the 
temptation to take your eye off the ball? 

·  Confidence. You have to know what you're doing to be an entrepreneur – and you must know that 
you know it. Can you take the lead without needing to gain consensus for your ideas? 

·  Comfort with self-imposed deadlines. Many people thrive on adrenaline-driven deadlines set by 
others. But home based business entrepreneurs often have no one watching to be sure they stay on 
task. Will you set your own deadlines and stick to them without being prompted? 

·  Ability to stay visible. If you're not physically present in the same location as everyone else, you 
may fall off of the office radar screen. Do you know how to reach out to the right people and keep your 
working relationships strong from off-site? 



Interestingly, this point as "extroversion," suggesting that extroverts may have an easier time 
maintaining visibility in their goDésana business. 

However, it could certainly be argued that many people who are naturally introverted can also make 
excellent goDésana product consultants, based on their ability to stay focused and satisfied with their 
job without constant interaction.  

Plus, social media and other e-tools certainly make it easy enough to stay in regular – or even 
constant – contact with colleagues and clients without being in their faces literally, as long as you 
don't hide behind them and forget it doesn't replace talking and meeting with people face to face. 

However, in summary, let's talk about the two “big” questions that most people go to great lengths to 
avoid. 

To avoid the two biggies, we fill our lives with distractions and devices. 

1. What is your purpose? 

2. What do you want? 

Purpose. Big word. 

Most people have a vague, unfortunately, big mistake made for years “goal” list. If you look closely it 
is really a list of what we DO NOT WANT … not what we truly desire. 

We WANT to get rid of our debt? 

We WANT to get rid of the old car? 

We WANT to make enough money on a business we started so we can walk from our job? 

Doesn’t success begin from within? Believing, Trusting, in yourself and what you do in life to help 
yourself and help others.  

These are not wants! These are really “don’t wants” … success can never be built on absence. 
Getting rid of that old car, clearing out debt…hey, those are good things to “accomplish” but fall far, 
far short of real achievement. Really, do we want the legacy of our life to be….”Mary was a good 
person, she paid off her credit card debt and got a nicer, newer car”? 

There are the big questions in life and filling our lives with distractions, mini-dramas and pointless 
deadlines becomes a habit…it’s a bad habit. Really bad habit because it becomes a way of life and, 
let’s be honest here…our lives are over in the blink of an eye.  

“Failure is not fatal, failure to change may be”  



Change takes effort, consistent and challenging work.  

TAKE YOUR TIME 

Here is a BIG CLUE…especially for Americans. You have been “exploited and spoiled” around speed 
and convenience. Change takes effort, hard mental labor. The payoff is bigger than you could ever 
imagine…really huge. Take some time and really see these completely different people, different 
backgrounds, different influences growing up…all succeeding in their lives with very little, if any, effort 
today. 

Isn’t that a contradiction? Hard work and effortless? 

No. It is very hard work to break old habits and replace them with new ones…but once you “get” it, 
each change you desire becomes easier and easier. The fuel to drive the effort in the beginning 
comes from discovering your true purpose in your life and knowing what you really want…the two big 
questions answered lead to an endless supply of energy. 

So abandon the “instant gratification gene” and take a few minutes to look around you and 
recognize people like yourself who made a tiny shift from thinking becoming successful was external 
and found the world within 

“To help people help themselves be self-directed, powerful hero’s in their own life that think for 
themselves without being influenced.” 

Want to do better, in your goDésana business, in your life, in everywhere.  “What is it all about?” The 
answers are unbelievable that the changes and the manifestations of dreams were coming true. 
Why?  It was all about the way we think and our daily habits. 

Finding yourself thinking or at least speaking differently, more positively, better thoughts, it’s a mental 
diet you start, and that changed a lot of attitudes not only your own, but the attitudes of others around 
you got better. 

Then events you never imagined started to happen. with daily exercises and one day your  writing 
down a list of 3 people you needed to talk to, some you had not spoken to in over a year. The next 
morning those 3 people contact you within a 2 hour time period, your amazed but not convinced you 
could think of something and it would happen. But, there are more events, with other people, it just 
keeps happening. And you’re thinking “can this be for real?” YOU start to believe! 

Starting to discover better traits in yourself, your family, and in you goDésana business, everything 
just seemed better! Allowing you to see life and the universe from an “observer” where you can see 
everything around you as it was created in love to continue to grow. Think about it, plants grow, they 
drop seeds and continue to flourish. The human cycle is the same. 



After MAKING the DECISION  Encourage YOU ALL to dig deep within and MAKE the DECISION to 
CHANGE Your Life… 

Have you ever had one of those days when you have had to stop and ask yourself.. 

What am I doing??? 

What is life all about??? 

Why is everyday so difficult and boring? 

 

Kind Regards, 

John Meatte 

ph.: 520-744-6796  

Green Organics International  

goDésana 

"The Journey is the Destination" 

"Journey - 7 Paths - Way"  

GOcares@centurylink.net 

http://goDésana.com  

"Instead of forcing yourself to do something... relax yourself into doing it" 

Forcing ourselves to do something, creates tension. When we are tense our ability to create and be 
productive can be stifled, especially when working your own business. 

Let's chat and find a way for you to be more comfortable. John 520-744-6796, FREE TRAINING: 
Green Organics International, Director of Training.  

Because, when having a conversation with someone they consciously and subconsciously must feel 
that you understand the depth of their problems and until they feel their own discomfort with their 
present circumstances (At a much deeper level than wanting money) most are not going to listen to, 
nor take action on, any solution you have to offer. 

	  


